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S#mq.—& ‘monkqs were trained to criterion on a 2.srirnuhrsand
, ,*G

‘;(
a 5-stirrruhupattern discrirnbtioss mk. The pfobabiliries of response so the
various stimuli rbm~~t ]~ning am ~inerf for irrdividuslSs, and it is

,,
s j\”

found that SS inhibit ronsbrenq b he OACK and manner in which kcorrect
,“!

,:

srimdi are eliminated. This suggests a simple mathematical de~ription of
)&!
;~

the process, which is used to deepen tic analysisof the da% perrniting esti-
mation of individusf krrring m-m and ~rrudon of more rnesrsingful

[

,, ~

summntiesof @ group data.

There are vw few ~bkh+:’.~ta on .~attern dbiminaudn in primates ‘

~

,,
:<i

that WOUM* om & -’:* &W _ve d~i@ons of the
,*},
.?

l~ning p+. ::* ‘A-*,”&* m~ ~ W** mod~ that ~

~#ediCt ‘a @*i ti~m*$:~ ‘*~&** of w~ti ~’ inmrrect se- ::.

*n* ( e.g~ ~~$~ & % ‘~9$~~’ + ~ *e h v-* * of ran- :;,
dom choice among be A&&ti~ .~ore’ any ‘~ivergess~ is o+ed (Atkin- ,;
son & fites, lg63 ) ? Whm bra & -o dtarnativea are pr~nt, do au of ,.:

the incorrect raptr~ kgin t~ drop~t wgither (possibly at different rates ) or “i~
are they eliminated com~dy?

Using retarded chil~ri~ ~mti and House (1961) found that the rise
in the probabili+ of a corr& response on a two-alterrsative di~imination was

preceded by a period of random responding and that the length of &is period
depended on the mend age of Ss (the rate of the rise once it be~ seemed to

be relatively independent of mend age). Unpubliskd obaervatiom from K
H. Pribram’s kbotatory su~t that sirnikr re~ts are found with subhuman

primates, at least where the dlscrisnination is of appreciable diffidty. No evi-
:,,.,..,,*

dence seems to be available concerning the second questiu

i

,,!.

The data reported here are from Rhesus monkeys trained on a two-dterna-
;f

tive and on a five-alternative pattern discrimination. The results for individurd
Ss are presented and are analyzed with the help of a simple mathematical model .$

which permits estimation of learning rate parameters and the rriak on which

1

,“,,$.

stimulus discrimination begins.
j
.:*;
~,f
j;!~.
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METHOD

Szibjects

Ss were eight Rhesus monkeys 12 to 1S mo. old at the start of training.
They comprised the Normal (Nos. 160, 162,16j, and 170) and Crosshatch

( NOS. 158, 159, 161, and 166) groups of a study dealing with the effects on dis-
crimination ability of two types of lesions in the inferoternporal neocortex

( Pribram, Bleherr, & Spinelli, 1966). Prior to discrimination training the

Crosshatch Ss underwenr su!ge!y in which a net of small vertical subpial cLlrs
was made biiateraiiy in the inferotelnporal cortex. No differences coL1ldbe de-

tected between the Crosshatch and Normal groups on any of the tasks, and they
will be treared together in this report (see ResLIIts and footnore 5).

Apparatus

All testing was carried out in the DADTA machine ( Pribram, Gardner,
Pressman, & Bagshaw, 1962), an apparatus for programmed presentation of
stimulus patterns and automatic response recording. S sat in a traveling cage
facing an array of 16 plastic panels (4 X 4 array j, onto which the stimulus

patterns were projected from the rear. When S pressed any panel on which

a Pattern appeared, a microswitch was activated and the discriminanda disap-
peared for 6 sec., after which they reappeared on another randomly chosen set

of panels. If the stimulus chosen was the correct one, a peanut was delivered
into a cup in the center of the array. If an incorrecr SdUILllUS was pressed, noth-
ing happened during the intertribal interval. Responses to panels on which no
pattern was displayed produced no change in the display. Presentation of stim-
uli was controlled automatically from an adjacent room and the responses ( posi-
tion and identity of the stimulus chosen) were recorded on punched tape. An
overhead fight provided illumination in the testing cage, and the noise of a

blower masked extraneous sounds.

Prefirai*ing

Ss were trained to enter traveling cages from their home cages and their

behavior was gradually shaped in the testing apparatus to press any panel on
which an illuminated pattern appeared. The pattern used for pretraining was

the number 1. The number of lighted 1s was graduaI1y reduced from 12 to 1,
and shaping continued until S responded about 60 times over 2 consecutive
days to presentation of a single 1.

Throughout training (except just prior to surgery and during the 2 wk.
allowed for recoveryj Ss were fed S to 10 standard lab pellers per day and an
occasional orange in addition to the peanuts they obtained during testing. Sur-

gery for the Crosshatch Ss followed pretraining. After recovery, retention of
the pretraining responses was checked for all of the animals and then training
began.
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training was mntinua;- S r- * ~*i@ of ~% rorr~ton 2 con-’

secutive days. me di~iati~ wM* Ss learned were as fdows.

Two-stimdws dis+i~,-~ Wtn&a wee he num&rs 3 ~d
8. ~e positive Stimdus was 3; @ -d trial the fo~owing quence of events
oc~rrd ~e 3 and 8 appeared OQ 2 pa~k ~~en randtiy frcsrn ~ong the
16 panek available. S made a &ce ‘by pt~ing one of the 2 psute~ if the
choice was correct he was rew~dd k the event of either a correa or an in-

corrert response rbe stimuti diatsp~~~ for the d-~. intertrid in~mal and
then reappeared on two other xmiy, &osen panek.2

Mult@le-Jtimaitis &s&mti.-fie 5 - for fiti diwrbination
were the capital letters A, H, Q N, andu. ~. M was tic rewarded Stirndus
pattern. me queqce .of ~q 00 @‘MM v identid to tit of the pre.

~ viws ditiimktion &cpt f~ ‘~ ‘x ‘d ~- ~~~yd.

, +&di&”Dp*: “,, :
~ ~i& m -iteriq, ti~’:”~~ k.~-~-” (Tstbk1 ) indiate

‘“ &atthe 3-8 Wi_, ,w&&W & & &e mtipk ~itnina-
ti~8 ,,.

,,,

me itidivi~ karriing & of F&’ 1 sh& that at ‘p&Ifity of a

response m the corrwt me M the $$ kiminatioq Pr ( 3 ), k not rise grad-
.,’.,,,,

Tmu 1
TOTALmm m ~mION, N,, mR BAW S ON TWO-~MULUS

m MULTmLE-~US Dl~NAmONS

s N. N,
3w8 Multiple

N-160 380 800
N-162 280 400
N-165 380 550
N-170 450 700
C-158 480 400
C-159 280 575
C-161 680 750
c-l 66 230 450
M, including Subject 170 395.0 578.1
M 387.2 560.7

‘A very simplediscriminationbetweena Red and a Green ci~clewas presentedbetweenthe
2-alternaave and the 5-alrernativc discriminations. The resuhs are not relevant to this
paper. They can be obtainedfrom the report of the inferotemporalJesions.
“Subject170 has been dropped from the rear of the analysis. The taped records of his
performanceon 3 daysof the muJtipJediscriminationwere incompleteand onJy rhe num-
ber of correct responsescouJdbe determined.
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FIG. 1. Observed and predicted proportion correct responses for individual $s on
the we-stimulus discrimination. Each point is rhe mean for a 25-trial blink (the first
point has 30 trials). The values of N and B’ used in constructing the theoretical rorves
are thosegivm in Table 2.

ually” from the beginning of training. For all Ss except one there are at led~i
two days during which no change occurs in Pr ( 3 ), This period is succeeded

.
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by a graduti ioaeaae iti w(3) to & @terion Iev~L The w ~ception, Sub-
ject 162, starts to d+~ by the -d bti of 25 ~i~. b mttast to
these individd 1~~ ~, tbe ~~ learning ~e (obtaind by fi-
suming eati S to * ~n&g ~f~ drer aitetion) rises @@y

‘throughout with only ~ - initial negative xceleration to hirtt at what is
ocrurring in the individd’ $s data (Pi& h).

EL@K$ W ~ TRIAM

FIG. 2b. M- proportion r~ponm to a& stimulw on multiple di~rimination in
25-wial blti (N= 7)

That this loog initial periti during which there is no change in the re-

sponse probabilities is not pecufiar to the two-choice situation and is not due
to the monkey’s lad of familiarity with the diseriminatioo prwedure, is dem- ,,

onstrated by the individud learning data from the mdtiple stimdus prob-
lem (Fig. 3). All of the cues are chosen with equal probabtiq before the three

cues, A, H, and K, begin to drop out simultaneously. No discrimination among
these cues was evidenced—in all cases deices of eab me dropped suddenly to

about 1 or 2 in 25, hence the average value, P~(A) = ~[Pr(A) + Pr(H) +

Pr(K)], was plotted to minimize confusion of the various curves. As-Aese mes



. .

FIG.$ t)bser~edand p+edictedproportion ~espf,nsesto ~~c~ stimul~lsfor i~~i~i(iu~[
Ss on multiplediscriminationin 2S-trialblocks.
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1.00t

,s0 - #161: el=.014,6z”.’lti
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0

~IG. 3 (Coqt’d). O&ervcd md prcdid pto~rnm rcspon~ to each stirnuhu for
individud Ss on mtitiple dticrimtierion io 2s-trM bl~. W values of Nt, N~, oi, end flg
uacd in constructingtie theoretical~rvcs m @m givm in Table 2. ~ is &c mean
Proportim rmponscs to tbc A, H, and K sumdi, i.e., ~~ = % [Pr(A ) + Pr(H) +
P#(K)].

dtop out, choices are diviti smoag ‘w M d N, whose probabi~ties thus in-

~ to about %, uatil ~ ~ .ti&_ ftom eab o+. As in the 3-8
dkkiaarion, the _ -n~~,<f~,~ $s (Fi&.’2bj does not rcfkt
wac~y WtiE is ha-:& & *@@ .**. ,% &itid period Of

~uai &oice amod8 *6 * h .w~~ ki *I i~ng seems to .be very

gradud with stimtiu2 N dro~ing mt ats somewhat *= rate * & ~
pup. ~

A more detailed ~arnination of these o~rvations caa be achieved, by
wririag a set of quations wti& d~ik the response ptobabtitics throughout
learning. Consider first the two choice situatiori. tit n represent the triaI
number, and let N be the trial on which d~itrtination between the two stim-

uli first begins. Then assuming for simplicity that the cues drop out at a rate
given by W;

{
%Pf(3.) = ~

- %(1 – 6’)”-”
, for n&N’
, forn>~

where of course Pr ( 3*) = 1 — Pr ( 8*).
The muhiple-choice msc can be formubted in a comparable maaa&, where

NI represents the trial on which the ~ group begins to drop out, and Nz

represents the start of discrimination between the M and the N:

Pf(A”) =
( 3/5
~(345) (1 -8’)”-81

, for n<N1
for Nt<n&Ns

:for#>Nx.

,,
‘,

i+
.:’,
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BLOCKS OF 25 TR[ALS

FIG. 4. Example of predictedproportion responsesto each stimulus indm~[i~~, d:
crimination, 25-trial blocks. Pr(A ) is mean proportion respnnses !Q rhe ‘., . A, uiiu A.

Parameter vah,es used zrc the a,crage vaiuesfor the group: N, = 20j.7, N. = 353.67 ~,
= .047, and 03= .022.

Fig. 4 shows the learning curve generated for the multiple discrimination by
these equations using illustrative values of the parameters Nl, Nz, 81, and 02.
Prior to NI the cues are chosen equally. At N1 the AHK group begins to drop
out wirh a rate given by dl, and PY( M. j and Pr ( N,, ) rise together to ?4. At
N2 the stimulus N begins to dtop out with tate 9:, and Pr ( M. ) rises to 1.4 The
form of the learning curve for the 2-stimulus ‘]iscriminarion will be apparent
from the preceding discussion.

Estimates of N’, Nl, and N2 for each S were obtained by setting them equal
to the number of the Iasc trial of the block preceding that block in which the

TABLE 2
PARAMETERESTIMATXFOR EACH S ON TWO-STIMULUS AND

MULTIPLE-STIMULUS DISCRIMINATIONS

N.-W ;’
A

s N’ N, N, N.-N, et ;,
16o 230 150 .029 300 600 zoo .023 .019
162 30 250 .011 125 225 175 .043 .026

165 z80 100 .071 300 450 100 .025 .056

158 355 125 .045 100 200 200 .067 .02~

159 130 150 .029 350 400 175 .035 .015

161 530 150 .024 275 400 350 .014 .008

166 80 150 .038 200 200 ~50 .120 .005

M 233.6 153.6 .035 205.7 353.6 207.1 .047 .022
u 160.6 30.2 .018 88.5 140.4 71.6 .034 .016
Note.—Estimates are given for N, e’, N,, N,, e,, and 0=, and for the value: of NG — ~’
and N. — N, resulting from theseestimates. Means and standard deviationsappear in
the last two rows.

‘Note that Pr(A~) for N, < z is arbitrarily set equal to O. This is noc a necessaryre-
striction in the model but is done on the assumptionchat its actual value by Trial N: will
be small.
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,, appropriate probabitiu~ -d @ SOpmW ( TaNe 2).5 Mae m~ti~red
*{
.J~k, ~thods of estimadon C* ~e ~,buc i~ was felt @at ~ esthnatm ob-
}’

{: rained by visti im~d~- We w~u~a for the p- -of tik pa~~ , The
,,,‘,,,:, reader may determine ~rber of not si~ifi~t biases seem to have been in-
$,
). troduced by tie values ck. The m- of the obtained estimates are: ~ =
..
,., 233.6, ~1 = 205.7, and ~z = 353.6. ~us, in the 3-8 discrimination it took

!

,,

an average of approtiatiy 5 days for $S to read N’ and aht 3 mme days to
,,

I

reach ctiterion. In the mukipk diacrkination, N1 was reached in about 4 days, ,,

N3 in 3 additional days, and criterion after another 4 days.
These estimates permit the consuucUon of meaningti surnmar ies of the

data for the whole group in the form of modified Vincent curves. The karn-
ing curves for each S were aligned at TIM N’ and the 2 ‘parts thus formed were

each Vincentiaed in fifths (Arkinso~, ~we, & Gtiers, 1965). For ~ple,. /!

Subject 160 has 9 -of WM pribr w N’ and 6 ti from N’ to N. The
.;
,,j,

first 9 bti weti co&@ iacQ 5 parts& m~tip~ing Pr( 3) in ~ b~ by

,!

“.
:.,,

an approprirstc fta~. ~w, P~{ 3 ) * *first fb is *V* ~, ($/9 ~ (.55)
,,:~:
,;

+ (4/9) (.@) = .s7. W* *X.* *** d ‘b 3$ Wna- .:
tion and the ~ld*,p**, *&c * ov@ *,!, in ~,,,- of the ,.

mttkiple diacri@~i~ ~, ‘W~Wmc w f-j.-’ti @ -g Ss
~}.

at N1 and N~ aod Vii-g irt’’i~fti ~eers * ~t~ .~,w w!
,.

two-segmenF Vincent -c for the 3+8discrimi~tion ss@ a **@ret Vin-
$$.,.,
. .J

cent curve foi the mdriple hi~i~~~e tin in Pigs. 5a”i~ ~ Each
segment of the Wincent curve is @wn so that iu length is propofiiorrate to the

,

\ mean number of triak spent by the group on that segment (e.g., in the ratio of
205.7 :147.9:207.1 for rhc multipfc discrimination ).,

For purposes of comparison, vince~c curves were consrruered in the nor-
mal manner, that is, by dividing rhe tod number of learning triak into 10 parts

(3-S discrimination) in the same mannw as above, but without regard for Trial
N’. The dam for the muhipk di~imi~rion was divided into 15 such parts.
These Vincent curves appear in Figs. 5b and 6b. As wodd be ex~ted, this

1

averaging procedure tends to obscure the significant features of &c data, al-
though the initial period of random choice and the increase in Pr ( N) as the

I
AHK group is eliminated are sti~ perceptible. And even though the normal (or
unsegmented ) Vincent curves are not as informative as those constructed using
the parameter estimates, they still preserve more information than do the mean

learning curves of Figs. 2a and 2b.
Consideration of Table 2 reverds a very small variability among Ss in the

number of trials between N’ and criterion, NC. The standard deviation of the

%is analysiswas originallyundertakento find out if tfserewete my differencesbetween
the normal and operate Ss. They do not differ significantlyin tod trials to criterion, in
the trials spent in each segmentof ~eir learning curves, i.e., the wlues of N’, N,, and N*,
or in the estimatedlearning-rateparameters (Mann-Whitney U rest, Siegel, 1956).

—. ..—

,.
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FIG. 5. (a) Two-segmentVincent curve for 2-stimulusdiscrimination. Each point
within tie segmentsbefore and after trial N is the mean proportion correct responsesfor
one-fifth of that segment (see text) (N = 7). (bj Regular Vincenc curve of propor-
tion correcc responses in 2-stimulus discrimination. Each point is mean proportion for
one-tenti of theto~ trials (N=71.

length ofthissegment is30.2trials as compared to 160.6trials for chesrandard

deviation of N’. This suggests that the total number of trials which Srequires

to learn the discrimination is primarily determined by the length of the initial

segment, rather than by the rate at which the discrimination is attained after it
once begins. If this is correcr, the variability of N1 and of Nz — N1 in the
multiple discrimination would be expected to be greater than the variability in
No — N3. The observed standard deviations are 88.5 trials and 140.4 trials,
compared to 71.6 trials in the last segment. The second segment, N2 — Nl,

would be expected to have’ the greatest variability because it includes any vari-
ability which does exist in the number of trials taken to eliminate the AHK

group. Although one wouid certainly hesitate to attach too much significance
to these values, they seem consistent with the idea that the most variable ploc-
ess is the initial elimination of responses to irrelevant cues before overt dis-
crimination begins. To be very clear on the matter of relative variability would

require that one develop a model which made predictions for the NS on the
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FIG. 6. (a) Thtee-sepent Vincent ~rve for multiple~tirrmlus dizetimination.
fith point within the w~enrs marked off by tri~s N, and Ns is the mea proportion of
responsesfor one-fifth of that ~~ent (N = 7). (b) ReWkr Vlnmnt curve of pro-
portion responsesto earh stimuiusin mdtiple-stimulusdiseriminarion. tirh point is mean
proportion for one-fift~nrh of the rod rriak (N = 7).

quire that it do so. In fact, there is a kd of correhztion between the lengths of
the initial segments, N’ and Nl, on the two discriminations (p = .13). Za-
man and House ( 1961), however, did find that the initial pkteaus of heir Ss
were related to individual differences in mentai age. They had no evidence

that the rate of divergence was dependent on mental age.
The estimated values of N’, Nl, and N2 can ako be used to obtain estimates

of 6’, 01, and 02 for each S. For # this was done by setting the observed
number of incotrect responses after N’ equal to the theoretical value and solv-

ing for ti:

...—
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